Abstract. In ad hoc networks, broadcastbased forwarding protocols called opportunistic routing have been proposed. In general backoff-based opportunistic routing protocols, each receiver autonomously makes a forwarding decision using a random backoff time based on logical distance. However, each potential forwarder must wait for the expiration of the backoff timer before the packet forwarding.
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route between a source and a destination before the source initiates data transmission. After the route establishment, data packets can be forwarded to the destination along the route. However, they are fundamentally designed to continuously use the established route at the route discovery process until the route is broken regardless of an existence of a better route. Moreover, a route re-establishment frequently occurs due to link disruptions in high mobility or poor wireless environments.
To overcome these problems, broadcast-based forwarding protocols called opportunistic routing [4] have been proposed. In wireless communications, every terminal in the sender's communication range can receive the same packet at the same time due to the broadcast nature of wireless communications. By using this characteristic, opportunistic routing protocols can perform packet forwarding using multiple receivers among neighbours without relying on a pre-specified route used in conventional unicast routing protocols. The receivers make a forwarding decision based on various metrics (e.g. hop count, packet transmission success rate, signal strength, and geographical information). Thus, it can gain forwarding path diversity and redundancy by selecting eligible forwarders according to the metrics.
As an opportunistic routing protocol, ExOR (extremely opportunistic routing) [1] that forwards a packet based on a priority defined by a forwarder list on a packet header has been proposed. SSR (Self-selective routing) [2] and LFBL (listen first, broadcast later) [5] that forward packets using a backoff time based on logical distance among terminals also have been proposed. However, ExOR is difficult to adapt to mobile environments since the forwarder list becomes obsolete in a few moments in such environments. SSR and LFBL may increase delay and decrease transmission efficiency according to an increase of the hop count since every forwarder must wait for the expiration of the backoff timer before forwarding packets. Moreover, they decrease packet transmission success rate with the decrease of terminal density since a few neighbours exist between a source and a destination in such a sparse area, and then sufficient path diversity cannot be obtained.
In this paper, we propose a novel forwarder selection method called PRIOR (prioritized forwarding for opportunistic routing). For a reduction of the backoff time, each forwarder selects a next hop prioritized forwarder that performs a packet forwarding without using the backoff time among neighbours. Moreover, to overcome the problem that decreases packet transmission success rate in sparse environments, we integrate a hop-by-hop retransmission control in PRIOR.
2 Related Works
ExOR
As mentioned in the previous section, ExOR selects multiple potential forwarders based on a forwarder list on a packet header. The forwarder list that is created by a source contains the potential forwarders in the order of forwarding priorities determined by ETX (expected transmission count), which is calculated based on the transmission success rate. For the first sequence of packet forwarding in ExOR, a source adds the forwarder list to its header field before the packet transmission. Upon receiving the packet, each receiver checks the forwarder list and forwards the packet in the order of the forwarding priority. If a terminal receives the packet from another higher priority terminal before forwarding the packet, it cancels the packet forwarding. Therefore, by selecting several potential forwarders based on the forwarding priority explicitly, ExOR can forward packets using stable path and improve the packet transmission success rate.
However, computational complexity increases according to the network size due to ETX calculation. Moreover, ETX varies frequently in a short period of time in mobile environments such as ad hoc networks due to radio interference and terminal mobility. Namely, it makes ExOR a data transmission process, it performs request packet flooding towards the destination. Upon receiving the request packet, if the receiver has not received the same request packet before, it records the distance to the source on its distance table, and then it broadcasts the packet after a random time. Otherwise, it discards the request packet.
If the destination address is the same as the receiver's address, it broadcasts the reply packet towards the source of the request packet. Here, the reply packet is forwarded using the same method as the data packet forwarding since at least the reverse forwarding path is already established during the request packet flooding.
Upon receiving a reply packet or a data packet, each receiver calculates a backoff time based on distance information. Here, if the receiver is closer to the destination than the previous forwarder, it calculates a shorter backoff time than the receiver that is further to the destination.
In addition, they add a random time to the backoff time to avoid collision among the potential forwarders. If a potential forwarder receives the same packet from the closer terminal to the destination until the backoff timer, it cancels its packet forwarding. Otherwise, it forwards the packet after the backoff time expiration. In SSR, if a forwarder receives the same packet from the other terminal that is closer to the destination after the packet forwarding, it broadcasts an acknowledgement packet to cancel unnecessary packet forwarding of its neighbours.
In these protocol, each receiver autonomously decides whether to forward packets based on a backoff time instead of selecting forwarders explicitly. Namely, they can make an implicit forwarding decision in contrast to ExOR.
However, each potential forwarder must wait for the backoff timer expiration on every packet forwarding. It may cause random collisions with an increase of potential forwarders, and delay may increase with an increase of the hop count. Moreover, they may be not able to forward packets using multiple forwarders in a sparse area where a few neighbours exist between a source and a destination.
In other words, if there are not sufficient terminals to gain forwarding path diversity, they may decrease the packet transmission success rate. routing protocols degrades their performance due to the lack of path diversity.
Opportunistic Routing Using Prioritized Forwarders
As mentioned above, PRIOR uses a PF that is able to transmit a packet without using a backoff time. A forwarder, which forwards a packet toward a destination, explicitly selects the PF among neighbours and adds its address in the packet header. Here, the PF is updated when a packet is forwarded. To perform this function,
we modify a distance table used in LFBL. The distance table includes a PF address and UTX (unprioritized transmission count) as well as a destination address, distance to the destination, and sequence number. UTX is used for updating PFs and detail description will be in 3.3. In this subsection, we describe that the proposed destination discovery process, a way of setting the PFs, and data transmission process as follows. 
Updating Prioritized Forwarders
In During packet transmission, a forwarder decreases UTX to the destination of the packet if a PF forwards it. Otherwise, the forwarder increases UTX. Moreover, when the forwarder of the received packet is the PF to the source, the receiver decreases UTX to the source. Otherwise, the receiver increases UTX. If UTX reaches a threshold, the receiver changes the PF to the forwarder of the received packet and the receiver initializes UTX to 0. Note that these UTX increments and decrement is applied only once to a single sequence number.
Hop-by-Hop Retransmission Control
For dealing with the decrease in the packet transmission success rate in sparse environments, we integrate a hop- 
Performance Evaluation
Simulation Setup
The computer simulation evaluated the performance of AODV (ad hoc on-demand distance vector) [6] , LFBL, and PRIOR. The common environments are as follows:
We 
Simulation 3
This simulation evaluated the impact of changing the maximum retransmission count on performance. Fig. 5 shows the simulation topology. 25 terminals were placed into 5 × 5 grid with 100 m clearance, and their com- We evaluated the protocols from the following viewpoints: packet transmission success rate, average endto-end delay, and average hop count. Note that, we did not include out of order packets in the simulation results. Namely, a destination discards the packet that comes out of order even if the destination has not received yet. Therefore, the destination only receives a newer data packet that has a greater sequence number than the previously received packet.
Simulation Results
Simulation 1
Fig . 6 shows the result of simulation 1. The result shows that PRIOR achieves a better performance than LFBL.
The improvement is mainly derived from the advantage of PF use that a shorter waiting time is applied to end-to-end packet transmission. This characteristic is outstanding particularly when the end-to-end distance, namely the hop count, becomes longer. This is because that the longer end-to-end path also results in longer hop count and this by each receiver autonomously that is able to select the forwarding path adapting to environments at that moment.
Although they may be able to select the shortest path in the best situation, it is difficult to always select the shorter path since the packet reception rate changes according to physical distance. In other words, LFBL and PRIOR tend to select a closer terminal that has a high packet reception rate. Therefore, they may increase hop count in comparison with AODV.
Simulation 3
Figs. 10-12 show the results of simulation 3. Fig. 10 shows that AODV and PRIOR improve the end-to-end packet transmission success rate by retransmitting lost packets autonomously. In AODV, the packet success rate increases as the maximum retransmission count increases.
On the other hand, PRIOR does not gain the packet success rate improvement even if the maximum retransmission count is increased. This can be explained by the characteristic of the opportunistic routing as follows.
Although PRIOR performs the retransmission control to avoid packet losses, the retransmitter must wait the expiration of the retransmission timer for each retransmission. Figs. 13-15 show the result of simulation 4. Fig. 13 shows that PRIOR achieves the highest packet transmission success rate regardless of terminals' moving speed of all protocols. The result also shows that PRIOR and LFBL, that are opportunistic routing protocols, achieve higher success rate than AODV that decrease the packet transmission success rate as the moving speed increases.
As a result, the opportunistic routing protocols can gain the path diversity since they can adaptively change the forwarding path. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed PRIOR and evaluated PRIOR with the conventional protocols in computer simulations.
From the simulation results, PRIOR realizes a more efficient forwarder selection in fixed and mobile environments. It can improve the end-to-end packet transmission success rate and decreases the transmission delay. Moreover, the integrated hop-by-hop retransmission control improves the end-to-end packet transmission success rate in sparse environments. For the future work, adaptation of hop-by-hop retransmission control to dense environments needs to be discussed.
